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Abstract  : 
A classical Taylor-Couette flow is generated in a homogeneous fluid between two coaxial cylinders 
rotating with a different angular velocities. The loss of   the stability by a Taylor-Couette flow leads to  
bifurcation and hence to   Taylor vortices generation. Consider a seamount in a homogeneous ocean on  
f-plane in the view of two coaxial cylinder standing one on another when a lower cylinder has a larger 
diameter. Taylor-Couette flow is formed in a circular area above a ledge as it follows from the 
topographic eddies theory. Distinguishing feature from the classical case is the additional rotation with 
Earth. In this paper the generalization of Yudovich theory is made in  situation of ocean above 
seamounts. It was shown that for real ocean  the bifurcation of a current in a circular area above a ledge 
of  seamount  is possible.  
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1   Introduction 
The classical Taylor-Couette flow is formed in a homogeneous fluid between two coaxial 
cylinders with radius  and 1r )(, 212 rrr <  rotating with different angular velocities  1ω  - the 
inner cylinder and  2ω  - the outer one. The loss of a stability by Taylor-Couette flow leads to 
the bifurcation and as a consequence to Taylor vortices generation. The radial distribution of the 
tangential velocity  is described by  expression )(rVθ
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It is known [Yudovich, 1966], that if  cylinders are rotated in a positive direction 
0,0 21 >> ωω  then the necessary  and sufficient condition to loss the stability and generating 
the secondary Taylor vortices is 
                                                                                                                (3) 0211
2
22 <− rr ωω
The classical Taylor-Couette problem was investigated by many authors [Coles, 1965; 
Yudovich, 1966; Barkovskiy,Yudovich,1978] and in stratified fluids [Ermanyuk, Flor, 2005; 
Guyez, Flor, Hopfinger 2006]. 
 
2   Formulation of the seamount problem 
Consider a seamount in  homogeneous ocean on  f-plane as two coaxial cylinders radius  
,  and heights h
1r
)(, 212 rrr < 1 , h2   standing  one on another moreover a  lower cylinder has a 
larger diameter. From the theory of topographic eddies it follows that in the circular area 
 above a seamount the radial distribution of  tangential velocity  is equal  to 21 rrr << )(0 rv
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σ  - the topographic  parameter,   Ki – Kibel-Rossby number. The sign minus in (5) shows that 
the current in 21 rrr <<  is anticyclonic.  
 For  and  tangential velocities are  1rr = 2rr =
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We can write 22201110 )(,)( rrvrrv ωω ==  with angular velocities of rotation 
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As it follows from (3) classical secondary Taylor vortices are formed only if  21 ωω >  , 
i.e. is the inner cylinder must rotate rapidly. One can see from (7) that 21 ωω >  in the case 
above seamounts. So in the area 21 rrr <<  above a seamount we have the analogical situation 
as in the classical Taylor-Couette flow. The essential distinguish from the classical case is the 
additional rotation of the whole system with Earth. As one can see from (3) the additional 
general rotation of both cylinders with an angular velocity  can violate the inequality (3). 
Therefore, direct application of the condition (3) to the problem of seamounts is not correct.  
)(±ω
 
3  Basic equations 
Let introduce in Fig. 1 the cylindrical coordinates ),,( zr θ  and consider axis symmetrical 
stationary current in which components depend on r and  z but not  on ),,( ''' zr uuu θ θ . Moreover 
we will suppose that  are periodical functions on z with the period ),,( ''' zr uuu θ 0/2 απ  
therefore the water flow through the cross-section of the cylinder area 21 rrr <<  will be equal 
to zero 
                                                                                                              (8) 0),(
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We will look for the velocity  ),,( '''' zr uuuU θ=
r
 and  pressure 'P  in the form 
                                    0
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E – Ekman number,  f  - Coriolis parameter. 
Substituting (9), (10) in primitive Navier-Stokes equations on f-plane   we obtain the 
system 
                                     ( ) 01 =∂
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vE  - the vertical Ekman number and   - the horizontal Ekman number. We suppose that both 
Ekman numbers are equal. Functions  must be  
LE
zr uuu ,, θ 0/2 απ - periodical on z and are equal 
to zero on   and 21, rrr =
                                                                                                                     (13) ∫ =2
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The linearized  problem according to the system (11) is 
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where    E/1=λ .   
So, we obtain the spectral problem (14) on the λ . Expanding in Fourier series we are 
convinced  the solution of the problem (14) may be presented as [Yudovich, 1966] 
                                  zrvuzruur αα θ cos)(,cos)( ==  
                                  zrqpzrwuz αα cos)(,sin)( ==                                        (15) 
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Let us to introduce the operator 
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Therefore, substituting (15) into (14) and taking into account (16)  we obtain 
                                              )()()()()( 2 rvrd
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Using (16) it is easy to verify that 
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Hence,  we can write 
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4    Condition on appearance of  bifurcation 
 
The system (19) was investigated by Yudovich (1966) for the classical Taylor-Couette 
problem, i.e without f. According to Yudovich theorem, if  and 0/2 0 >rv 0// 00 <+ rvdrdv  
for  then for any 21 rrr << 0α  excluding  some denumerable set the eigenvalue problem (19)  
has the spectrum of positive and simple eigenvalues ...0 21 <<< λλ   Each  iλ  is a point of  
bifurcation. 
 To generalize Yudovich theorem on our geophysical case we note (4) that  
. Therefore, the application of the operator  to the second equation 
in (19) leads to 
constfa =+12 22 )( α−L
                                                                                       (20) vrgrdvL )()()( 2232 αλα =−
We have to add to the equation (20) the following boundary conditions 
                           ( ) 21 ,,0 rrrLvdr
dLvv ====                                                      (21) 
We can formulate the main result:  if   
                                    0)()()( <= rgrdrQ                                                                  (22) 
then the eigenvalue problem (20), (21) for the fixed α  has positive and simple spectrum { }iλ . 
 Substituting (4) to the inequality (22) we obtain two conditions on heights and  of the  
seamount: 
1h 2h
Case 1:   .  For this case we have  a crater with conditions 0)(,0)( <> rgrd
                        0)(,/ 22
1
2
2
12 <−<> hfr
rhfh σσσ .                                                (23) 
Case 2:    . For this case we have the seamount as in the  Fig.1 with 
conditions 
0)(,0)( >< rgrd
                     0)(,/ 22
1
2
2
12 >−>< hfr
rhfh σσσ .                                                    (24) 
 So, the bifurcation of Taylor-Couette flow above seamounts is possible, if conditions (23) 
or (24) are satisfied.  
 
5   Numerical calculation of the spectrum 
According to Yudovich’s theorem for any α  we can find such values of Reinolds number 
for which the bifurcation will take place. The essence of the problem of Taylor-Couette flow 
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above seamounts is that  Ekman numbers in the ocean lie in appointed bounds unlike Reinolds 
numbers for a classical case. It means that it is not enough for us to prove the existence of the 
spectrum { }iλ  but we have to calculate this spectrum and to make sure that it corresponds  to 
real values of Ekman numbers. 
To calculate eigenvalues  ...0 21 <<< λλ  for fixed α  in (20), (21) with the condition 
(22) we write the equation (20) as the system of ordinary differential equation of six order 
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Similarly we can write  boundary conditions (21) for . iv
We replace the search the solution of the boundary value problem for the system (25) by 
the search of the solution of the initial Cauchy problem for (25). For this purpose we will search 
the solution of the system (25) in the form 
                                                                                                          (27) ∑
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Vectors  are solution of initial Cauchy problem for the system (25) 
with initial conditions on  
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Substituting (27) in the first boundary condition (21)  0
1
==rrV
r
and taking into account 
(28) we obtain  01 ≡Y
r
. 
For the fixed α  we find numerically five solutions of Cauchy problem (25), (28) on 
 . For the coefficients  )(),...,( 62 λλ YY
rr
iβ  in (27) we have five equation from boundary 
conditions – two ones with  and three ones with 1rr = 2rr = . Note,  the condition 0
1
==rrV
r
 
we have already used.  As one can see from (21) the obtained system of five algebraic equation 
is homogeneous therefore we will have the nonzero solutions iβ  in (27) only if the determinant  
)(λD  of the system is equal to zero 
                                                  0)( =λD                                                                       (29) 
Roots of the equation (29) are the spectrum of  (20), (21). The graphic of the function  
where   is shown on the Fig. 1.  Three values  are the beginning of  spectrum.  
)(RD
2λ=R 321 ,, RRR
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FIG. 1 – Three roots of the equation (29) for 
.10,7,1,5,15.0,3.0, 2121 ======= rrfhh σπα  
 
6  Conclusions 
Before this investigation two main questions appeared: the first one - is the bifurcation of 
Taylor-Couette flow in a circular area above a ledge of a seamount possible, and the second one 
- are real values of Ekman number founded in the spectrum area ?  As it was shown the 
bifurcation of Taylor-Couette flow  and hence to the generation of Taylor vortices above 
seamounts are possible in the conditions of real ocean. The function  on Fig. 1 was 
calculated for 
)(RD
πα = . This is Taylor vortex with one cell and from Fig.1 for this case we 
have . The order of Ekman numbers is equal . Therefore,  the values 
 will be founded in the spectrum area. 
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Investigation was conducted within the frames of the GDRE “Regular and chaotic 
hydrodynamics” (Project 07-05-92210) and Russian Fund of Basic Researches (Project 07-05-
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